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Abstract The paper addresses system modelling and engineering in cooperative distributed environments. Multi-agent systems, ontologies and web technologies are used for the support and management of resources in a distributed virtual environment. Distributed design involves dispersed heterogeneous teams of people who have to establish and maintain an efficient cooperation process in order to reach global ‘optimal’ solutions to various problems. Key needs addressed by the introduced multi-agent system refer to interoperation among distributed resources and knowledge sharing, reuse and integration. An ontology library creates a common shared understanding of the domain for interoperating agents. The proposed system employs agents for information storage and retrieval, for enhancing collaboration within a distributed design environment and for providing a suitable interface to the user. The agents offer content-related support to the user by committing to the same library of ontologies. The proposed multi-agent design information management system aims to facilitate the optimization of the solution space of the collective dispersed design team.
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1. Introduction Considered an important new direction in software engineering [1, 2], agents and multi-agent systems represent techniques to manage the complexity inherent in software systems and are appropriate to domains in which data, control, expertise and/or resources are inherently distributed [1, 3]. A software agent refers to a computer system situated in an environment which autonomously acts on behalf of its user, has a set of objectives and takes actions in order to accomplish these objectives [2, 4]. The properties that should characterize an agent include autonomy, reactivity, pro-activeness, cooperation, learning and mobility [1-5]. The agents within a multi-agent system must coordinate their activities, negotiate if a conflict occurs and be able to communicate with other agents [1]. Ideal for solving complex problems with multiple solving methods, perspectives and/or problem solving entities, multi-agent systems present many potential advantages including robustness, efficiency, flexibility, adaptivity, scalability, interoperation of multiple existing legacy systems, enhanced speed, reliability and extensibility [1-3] . It is proposed to engage multi-agent systems and ontologies for the support and management of information in a



distributed virtual environment where various physical and human resources dispersed over a computer network have to cooperate to solve different problems. Distributed engineering design is such an environment where heterogeneous teams of people working with different tools and applications have to establish and maintain the processes of communication, coordination, co-location and collaboration in order to determine the global ‘optimal’ solution to the current design problem [6, 7]. A multi-agent design information management and support system is developed to address the key information needs of distributed collaborative engineering design. The structure of the paper is as follows: the needs of the distributed design organization are briefly presented, other approaches to support distributed environments are investigated and the proposed multi-agent and ontological system is designed, implemented and tested.



2. Distributed Design Emerging as a response to market demands and competitive pressures, the distributed engineering design organization involves multiple design teams with heterogeneous skills cooperating together in order to achieve global ‘optima’ in design [6-8]. The human and physical resources involved in the design process can be geographically, temporally, functionally and semantically distributed over the enterprise [5, 7]. Teamwork is playing a significant role in design projects becoming increasingly large, complex and long in duration. Furthermore, the cooperation process among distributed teams of people is crucial for the successful location of the ‘optimal’ design solution [5, 9]. The role of the computer for distributed design is that of a medium facilitating cooperation among distributed designers and also supporting the design process through various applications [9]. Key aspects of this new organization of engineering design that need to be addressed include the support of the cooperation process among participants dispersed across the enterprise and the efficient management of the design related information structures circulated in the distributed design environment [5]. Because the communication of information, the coordination of engineering design participants and team collaboration takes place in a computer based medium, the availability of the software infrastructure to support cooperation and facilitate the management of data, information and knowledge remains the key success factor of distributed design [8]. Advances in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and successful results in other domains (e.g. medicine, commerce) justify the investigation of intelligent problem-
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solving methods to support the domain of engineering design. Many of the relevant research studies indicate that the complex activity of distributed cooperative design may be effectively supported by the provision of a collection of interacting autonomous software components incorporating AI specific problem-solving mechanisms [5]. Research shows that AI-based techniques, particularly software agents and multi-agent systems, are a potential successful solution for supporting distributed multidisciplinary design teams collaborating in a virtual environment to achieve global ‘optima’. Started over a decade ago, research in the area of distributed collaborative systems includes a large number of projects which only propose an architecture or framework without providing a viable implementation and testing phase [5]. Difficulties associated with the development of collaborative design systems include the creation of a shared ontology that would enable knowledge-level communication in a distributed environment, the integration of the various design tools and the provision of a cooperation model among interacting participants with different needs and diverse areas of expertise. Furthermore, knowledge management in distributed design needs to be better addressed in order to efficiently facilitate sharing, reuse and integration [10].



3. Proposed Multi-Agent Architecture The proposed Multi-Agent Design Information Management System (MADIS) aims to support the distributed design process by managing information, integrating resources dispersed over a computer network and aiding collaboration processes. It is intended to design a multi-agent system composed of several interacting agent sub-systems in order to deliver these aims. Furthermore, the information circulated within the distributed design environment will be stored in an ontology library to enable content-related support for information management. The main requirements of the proposed MADIS system can be summarized as follows: •



Efficient management of the information circulated in a distributed environment.



•



Cooperation support through an effective use of communication, co-location, coordination and collaboration processes.



•



Integration of the heterogeneous software tools used in the distributed environment to enable the flow of information. Figure 1 presents a high-level view over the proposed multi-agent architecture. The Ontological Plane specifies the hierarchy of ontologies that define concepts, relations and inference rules of the engineering design domain. These ontologies compose the machine-enabled framework in which the system’s information resources are circulated and stored. It also includes specific knowledge of the domain instantiated according to the rules specified by the Ontology Library. The scope of the Ontology Library is to create a common



shared understanding of the application domain so that information and knowledge can be shared among the members of the distributed environment. These members can be humans or software agents. The ontology aims to establish a joint terminology between these members [5]. User Agents
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Figure 1 – Proposed MADIS architecture The Multi-Agent Plane specifies the types and behaviours of the software agents required to enable the system’s functionality. It facilitates the access, retrieval, exchange and presentation of information to distributed teams through various agent systems (e.g. user agents, application agents, ontology agents and interconnection agents). The User Agents form the interface between MADIS and the designer. They provide different services to the user and respond to queries and events initiated by the user (or on behalf of the user) with the help of the ontological agents. The Application Agents have the capability of retrieving information from the applications used by the designer and forward it for storage to the ontological agents. They should be integrated in the software tools regularly used in the distributed engineering design domain and act autonomously pursuing their objective. The Ontology Agents provide ontology management services. They are able to access, retrieve, add, modify and delete information from the ontology library. The Interconnection Agents manage the cooperation process among other agents based on the needs and the services advertised by them. The FIPA [11] agent standard supports the design and development of MADIS. Facilitating agent interoperation, the FIPA agent management ontology is part of each MADIS agent expertise. The agent communication language used in MADIS is FIPA ACL, based on which MADIS agents are able to exchange messages (of types such as request, query, and inform) in order to achieve different objectives. Furthermore, the MADIS ontology completes the expertise of the basic MADIS agents. The implementation phase of the agent societies within MADIS is facilitated by the Java programming language and the Java Agent DEvelopment Framework [12].
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4. MADIS Ontology Library The MADIS ontology aims to formally conceptualise the engineering design domain in order to allow knowledge sharing, reuse and integration in a distributed design environment. Creating a semantic link among different architectural components, the ontology library contains specific information ontologies focusing on various aspects of the targeted domain (see Figure 2). MADIS Ontology Library
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process, Figure 3 presents the UML-based ontology diagram describing the most important subset of the Structure Ontology. The Material Ontology is used to represent the information regarding the material associated with a part while a Resource Ontology is employed to define the distributed design resources (e.g. human designers, design tools and applications). The Structure Ontology defines the MADIS representation and understanding of a product (considered an important domain entity as the product is the final outcome of the distributed design process). Each product is viewed as a hierarchy of assemblies and parts, with each assembly being made-up of further assemblies (also called subassemblies) and parts. The main constraint defined is that, while a part can be component of an assembly, an assembly cannot be a component of a part. An assembly is considered to be a product if it is not a component of any other assembly. Assemblies and parts are defined in terms of their characteristics (e.g. name, mass, version) and relations (has_author, has_manager, has_feature, has_material) that can link them to instances from other ontologies.



Quality Standards Ontology



Structure Ontology



Design Artefact Ontology



Figure 2 – MADIS Ontology Library A Generic Design Ontology resides at the top-level of the MADIS ontology library. It introduces and defines the main concepts of the distributed design domain e.g. space, time, activity, process and artefact. The other ontologies are specializations of the Generic Design Ontology. Figure 2 depicts some of the ontologies used in MADIS. The Detailed Design Ontology formalizes general concepts specific to the detailed design phase. The Quality Standards Ontology defines the various quality standards and techniques that might be used throughout the design process, so that the artefact will adhere to certain quality standards. The Material Ontology defines concepts and relations about the material properties relating to an artefact (e.g. material type, material ID, ductility, malleability, thermal conductivity and density). The Structure Ontology describes the relationships between the components of the artefact (e.g. fasteners, assembly/disassembly times, routes and tools). Both the Material and Structure Ontologies are specializations of the Detailed Design Ontology. The Design Artefact Ontology is a further specialization of ontologies such as the Material Ontology and the Structure Ontology and will describe the various design parameters of the artefact. The MADIS ontologies are implemented using the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and RDF Schema (RDFS) infrastructure [13]. Furthermore, the development of the MADIS ontology library is supported by the Protégé editor tool [14]. To exemplify the ontology implementation



Figure 3 – The UML diagram of the Structure Ontology



Figure 4 – The Structure Ontology in Protégé Based on the UML diagram created in the design phase, each ontology from the MADIS library has been
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implemented using the Protégé editor tool in the RDF/RDFS format. Figure 4 shows the classes of the Structure Ontology represented in Protégé 2000. The ontological instances contained within the MADIS library can be distributed in different locations across the enterprise. These instances are mainly manipulated by the Ontology Agents from the MADIS system.



dynamically generated using Java Servlets supported by the Jakarta Tomcat servlet container and the Apache Web Server. Furthermore, designers can use the MADIS Web Portal to communicate over a computer network based on incorporated tools for instant messaging, video conferencing, application sharing, awareness and whiteboard technologies [5].



5. MADIS Agent Societies The agents specific to each MADIS society have been designed using the AUML concept of Agent Class Diagram, which specifies role(s), state description, actions, methods, capabilities, service description and supported protocols [15]. Furthermore, agent interoperation within MADIS is specified using AUML protocol diagrams are used to model protocols for multi-agent interaction within MADIS. The User Agents implemented in the current MADIS prototype include a User Profile Manager agent (which should act autonomously to manage the profile of the user and should learn user preferences over time) and a User Interface Controller agent (which should provide a customizable graphical user interface based on the user profile). Figure 5 presents the AUML class diagram of the User Interface Controller agent.



-



-



Figure 6 –Search through MADIS Agent GUI



> USER INTERFACE CONTROLLER (UIC) Organization User Society Capabilities Provides a graphical interface to the user Interfaces various services to access the ontology Protocols Initiates fipa-query protocol with the User Profile Manager for the user profile and MADIS services Responds to fipa-request protocol with the User Profile Manager for updates Initiates a fipa-query protocol with the Ontology Manager for MADIS ontological concepts Initiates fipa-request protocol with the Directory Facilitator for service discovery Initiates fipa-contract-net protocol with the Ontology Broker to ask the provision of different services Collaborators User Profile Manager Ontology Manager Directory Facilitator Ontology Broker



Figure 5 – A MADIS agent class diagram The user can have access to information through a graphical interface (see Figure 6) or through a web-based service (see Figure 7). The information provided to the user in Figure 6 is obtained by the User Interface Controller with the help of the Ontology Agents. These agents are able to read the ontology and forward the information extracted. Alternatively, the user can login to the MADIS Web Portal and have access to the same information in a web page (Figure 7). The MADIS Web Portal offers the functionality of the user dedicated agents in a dynamic web environment. The web pages supplied through the Web Portal are



Figure 7 – Search through MADIS Web Portal The Application Agents are represented by an Application Controller agent integrated in the ProEngineer 2001 CAD application (able to extract information such as part name and mass from the CAD model) and a Component Sender agent (able to forward the extracted information to the Ontology Agents for storage purposes). The integration of MADIS with ProEngineer is realized using a Java toolkit for ProEngineer called J-Link, which allows access to the internal components of a ProEngineer session. The Ontology Agents manipulate RDF/RDFS represented information in order to access, retrieve, add, modify and delete information from the Ontology Library. The Ontology Manager agent supervises the ontology
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management process ensuring the consistency of the ontology is accurate and that requested ontology-related services are delivered. The Ontology Broker agent manages the agents that can read the ontology (i.e. the Ontology Reader agents) and the services provided by them. The Ontology Reader agents extract and forward information under certain conditions from the MADIS ontology to the requester agent. The Component Receiver agents have the capability of adding new instances of specific concepts (or components) to the corresponding ontology from the MADIS ontology library. The Ontology Reviser agents can update the ontology by deleting or modifying existing information. The implementation of the Interconnection Agents is fully facilitated by the JADE environment. The System Manager agent supervises the overall functionality of the multi-agent system. All MADIS agents must register with the System Manager in order to allow efficient operation management of the multi-agent system. Based on the FIPA specifications [11], the System Manager must be able to perform functions such as register, deregister, modify, search and get-description. Furthermore, the System Manager has the capability to execute actions such as suspending an agent, terminating an agent, creating an agent, resuming agent execution, invoking an agent, executing an agent and managing resources. The Directory Facilitator agent helps agents to find other agents that provide a requested service. Being FIPA compliant, the Directory Facilitator provides a Yellow Pages service to the agent community. Any agent can use the Directory Facilitator to find other agents providing required services for achieving internal objectives. For example, when a User Interface Controller agent needs to display information regarding a specific concept in a graphical format, the Directory Facilitator can be used to retrieve the agent identifier of the specific Ontology agent(s) that can read the requested information from the Ontology Library. The agent interactions within MADIS are vital for a successful and constructive support provided to the distributed designers. As already indicated, MADIS agents are FIPA compliant and communicate by exchanging ACL messages. The content language used to express the content of the message (communication will be effective if both the sender and the receiver are able to encode and parse expressions using the syntax of the content language) is FIPA SL. Supported by FIPA ACL, the foremost MADIS agent interactions can be summarized as follows: •



•



The User-Request-Information scenario implies agent interoperation involving the User Interface Controller, the User Profile Manager, the Ontology Broker, the Ontology Reader and the Directory Facilitator agents.



The Application-Save-Information scenario implies agent interoperation among the Application Controller, the Component Sender, the Component Receiver and the Directory Facilitator agents. To exemplify MADIS agent interactions, Figure 8 shows the AUML protocol diagram of the User-Request-



Information scenario. This situation occurs each time the user wants to browse or to search the MADIS ontological instance base. Having the MADIS environment set up on his/her computer, the user can request information through a personal agent managed by the User Interface Controller.



Figure 8 – AUML interaction protocol diagram in MADIS The User-Request-Information scenario involves the following main steps (see Figure 8): (1) the User Interface Controller queries the User Profile Manager for the services provided to the user through a FIPA-QUERY protocol, (2) the User Interface Controller queries the Ontology Manager for the concept categories available in the ontology that can be accessed by the user, (3) the User Interface Controller requests the Directory Facilitator the identification of the agent that can provide the service requested by the user (i.e. Ontology Broker), (4) the User Interface Controller requests the Ontology Broker (identified in the previous step) for the service (e.g. browse, search) needed by the user, and (5) the Ontology Broker instantiates the appropriate Ontology Reader mobile agent that will fulfil the requested service and will migrate back to the User Interface Controller location with the result.



6. Testing and Validation The testing phase of MADIS uses the protocol analysis (PA) technique [16] to evaluate the proposed system when used by a single designer or by a team of designers in a distributed environment to perform a given set of tasks. The subjects were videotaped while using the system and verbalizing their thoughts or communicating with other designers (depending on the task). Besides the MADIS
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system, subjects were asked to use traditional groupware technologies to complete similar tasks. The intention was to evaluate the MADIS system itself using the PA approach and furthermore to compare it with groupware technologies currently used by designers (in a best-case real scenario) to share information in a distributed design environment. The groupware technology selected for this reason is Lotus Sametime Document Repository, which allows logged users to manage documents through a web-based interface. The transcripts of each PA session were designed to support the capture and analysis of the subject’s exact verbalization, the observer’s notes and the records of user’s actions [5]. The segmentation of episodes is based on the steps and different screens used by the subject in order to complete the given tasks. Figure 9 shows the episode times for each subject in a PA session where the given tasks refer to the retrieval of specific information about a component in a given assembly. Each subject used the Sametime Document Repository, the MADIS Agents and the MADIS Web Portal to retrieve the requested information. It is clear that the groupware technology was more difficult to be used whereas the MADIS Agents and Web Portal have about the same amount of time allocated. Figure 9 – PA episodes for each subject The PA test results show that agent properties such as autonomy, pro-activeness, cooperation and mobility are highly beneficial to the distributed designer during the information-intensive problem solving process of design. Compared to traditional groupware technologies, the multiagent approach has clear potential benefits including reliability, robustness and faster access to required information (see [5] for more details).



7. Conclusions and Future Work The multi-agent approach to distributed engineering design coupled with the use of ontologies promises to tackle important distributed design issues such as interdisciplinary cooperation among distributed designers, exchange of design data, information and knowledge and integration of heterogeneous software tools. The proposed MADIS system exploits agent’s autonomy, cooperation and learning capabilities in a semantic approach to support a process that involves dispersed heterogeneous resources and multidisciplinary teams. Future work focuses on the extension of the proposed multi-agent and ontological approach to generic distributed environments to facilitate communication and information flows and to manage dispersed resources. It is intended to demonstrate that any cooperative distributed system can be efficiently supported by a framework based on the proposed MADIS multi-agent and ontological model.
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